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Standard account (1)
• Merger of unstressed vowels in transition to
ʻMiddleʼ period led to loss of weak-verb class
distinctions in the present tense in both
English
• Cl. 1 senden < OE sendan vs.
• Cl. 2 enden < OE endian;
• and High German
• Cl. 1 wischen < OHG wisken vs.
• Cl. 2 vischen < OHG fiskôn
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Standard account (2)
• Classes 1 and 2 remained distinct in
both languages in the past tense, where
Class-2 verbs (along with a few shortstem verbs of Class-1) had a
“connecting vowel” before the dental
suffix:
• ME: Cl. 1 sende vs. Cl. 2 endede
• MHG Cl. 1 wischte vs. Cl. 2 vischete
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Why this is interesting:
• Word-and-paradigm prohibition on
lexical diacritics to determine inflectional
class membership:
• “The key premise of any WP model is just that some
set of forms smaller than a whole paradigm will
suffice to identify the class of a lexeme.”
• Wherever “no set of leading forms smaller than a
whole paradigm is sufficient to identify the class [...].
The forms of each paradigm must [...] be listed in full,
[...]” (Blevins 2004:58; cf. Wurzel, Gerken)
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Hypothesis:
• As soon as the 2 main weak verb
classes become indistinguishable in
most present-tense forms, one class
must cease to behave as a “regular”
inflectional class. Past tense forms of
verbs in this class must be stored in the
lexicon. Behavior will show hallmarks of
irregularity (cf. Pinker, Clahsen, etc.)
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Refinements to the standard
account (1): MHG
• Hard to find empirical support for the claim
that Class-2 verbs were significantly more
likely than phonologically similar class-1
verbs to have a connecting vowel in the past
tense, e.g.:
• BMZ and Lexer dictionaries list 31 tokens of
finite past forms of class-1 meinen w/ no
connecting vowel vs. just 1 with -e-; but
class-2 weinen looks similar: 34 tokens with
no vowel vs. just 3 with -e-, and all 15 tokens
of class-2 dienen lack the connecting vowel.
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Refinements to standard
account (2): Middle English
• Mossé (73): “The weak verbs are
divided into two categories according to
whether […] the dental suffix was or
was not preceded by the vowel -e-.
• (79, fine-print “remark”): “Certain
Southern and South-western dialects
maintained the endings in OE weak
verbs of class II particularly well.”
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Refinements to standard
account (2): Middle English
• Clear and consistent maintenance of
the class distinction is found in the
majority of the material that we have
from 1st half of ME period:
• Sample of 9459 pre-1350 weak-verb
tokens from MED reveals:
• In relevant present forms of class-2+:
• 1064 tokens with i/y/...; 512 without
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Dialect variation in early ME
• Southern and some West Midlands
texts have very consistent retention of i
in present:
• 570 tokens with i; 49 without
• East Midlands and Northern texts have
very consistent loss of i:
• 5 tokens with i; 191 without
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Past-tense forms in ME
• Unlike MHG, the class distinction is
maintained very well in English through
1350:
• Cl.-1-long: 155 with -V-; 1303 without
• Cl.-2+: 707 with -V-; 103 without
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Present-past connection?
• Is there any relation between retention of i in
the present and consistent maintenance of
class distinction in the past?
• South/West texts:
• Cl. 1-long: 39 with -V-; 492 without
• Cl. 2+: 254 with -V-; 36 without
• North/East texts:
• Cl. 1-long: 28 with -V-; 173 without
• Cl. 2+: 67 with -V-; 11 without
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Class transfers in North/West (1)
• 9 of the 11 Class-2+ past-tense forms
with no connecting vowel in the North/
West texts are:
• -all 3 tokens of each of:
• lernen ʻlearnʼ
• rêven ʻrobʼ
• birin ʻbehooveʼ
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Class transfers in North/West (2)
• lernen and rêven look like typical cases of
irregularization:
• There were several phonologically similar
class-1 verbs that would have tended to
attract them into that class (dernen, wernen,
yernen, lêven, drêven)
• Aside from the 19c innovation knelt, learnt
and (be)reft are the only irregular weak past
forms in modern English from OE class-2
weak verbs.
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Tentative conclusions (1):
• The loss of the i in the present tense of the
Class-2+ verbs in ME was a profound change
that inevitably led to a reorganization of
verbal inflection in English.
• From the moment of this loss, we can no
longer speak of 2 regular verbal inflectional
classes.
• In accordance with word-and-paradigm
principles, the class-1 verbs necessarily
became irregulars with stored past-tense
forms.
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Tentative conclusions (2):
• The irregular (stored) status of the former
long-stem class-1 verbs explains why they
have long been prone to either:
• 1) regularize; or
• 2) retain irregularities arising through
phonotactic effects (kept, sent, hid, bled,
meant, etc.)
• The remnants of class-1 (the irregular weak
verbs) still survive today with essentially the
same status that they had for Orm in the 12th
century.
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Comments on method (1)
• Online dictionaries such as the OED,
MED and the various major historical
dictionaries of German based in Trier
offer new opportunities for partially
automated construction of large
databases.
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Comments on method (2)
• Basic procedure (using a language such as
Perl):
• 1) Automatically retrieve any number of
entries from the online dictionary; take
advantage of HTML tags to help parse
entries, store output in a text database file.
• 2) Coding that cannot be fully automated can
be greatly sped up using a scriptable text
editor.
• 3) Data analysis can also be done with Perl,
or files can be imported into Spreadsheet,
Statistics package, etc.
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